
Paramagnesium.  
The interstellar/interrelationship between blood vessels and common weight. The distinctive 
chemical to eating disorders and subject material —> food. Found through the heart.  
 
Lightwaves, adhère to the amount of force being driven into them and the amount of 
absorbance (Oxygen) without nitrogen [i] out of them. In that split culture [society] can only 
expound enough [rational thinking] rotational device as the other (narrow plasmic cultures). 
Using metamorphosis as its revert terminology.  
 
Area absorbance. Fields of corruption [neoplasmic by force] integrate time to allowance under 
its asymmetrical alignment to (1) now and (2) then. Before is the original integral correlation 
between (carbon) that is taken out of relationships [i] to réabsorb how new energy is taken in [i]. 
(CO9). Thé subconscious divide.  
 
Containers for life. Breathing systems. Form b.  
Containers to mâle subjunction can only be (⅓) held in E (time to k.i) [the human back] it’s 
turning system to axis (action to voice). Meaning (sound) to past state absorbance is retained in 
female. Thé only disintegrating heat is between z and I alone; it’s acidity formation (the vagina). 
This means heat burns twice as substantial as cold reduces its heat [-n] to return the amount of 
Energy being taken from its rotational standpoint [heat]. As color projects, suspends, and avoids 
by turning points to human natureן} blue. Température and color are thé same cultures. (-4).  
 
i in 8.  
Magnésium, thé paraplasma for food to bone, blood, and heart circulation [-t]. Breathing 
conjoins spatial degrees for each of these cultures: 

1) happiness 
2) Togetherness 
3) Inner conjunction. Identity.  

Y. Basis t formation I to unite one given property to the next. Without it, the bones, cannot see 
visual kinetic influence of belonging [ID]; blood transforms alternative replacement in vision [fe 
:irony] to makeup for [yeast] past state existence [in memory]; an integrative inert formula that 
rightfully belongs in thé [lungs] its circulatory system of placement.  
 
Thé [motherן] burns fuel for Energy.  
True in birth forms heat [hע] and energy [eע [• for food distinctive to the (-)3 mentioned above. 
Eye level to sensory precision. Distinctive- Neurons.  
 
It is the head that axis demonstrates in (1) Eye circulation (2) breathing rhythms (nitrogen to 
heat conjunction) and (3) hearing upon ventricle correlation between tones and radiations, their 
gradient levels in reality (CO9); in the (4) mouth to Basis axis adjoined through bodily rhythm of 
thé neck that has compounded it all. Into one circulatory skeletal structure [I M] - Reality. Mass 
Existence.  
 



Fate and irony. Come in wave retraction 2R formation [fe] by (1) its low levels of nitrogen (-)2 in 
same high levels of relativity. Meaning mâle conjunction weight is less than the sum of a whole 
by (1) malnutrient —> thé teeth, that thé voice holds in certainty- speculatory rhythms as the 
human heart (ןoo). Heat consistent to corruption between ground magnetics [penetrations] and 
breathing filters to time management systems due in memory that only the [motherן] מן in 
compound relativity to these 2 refraction weights can withstand the amount energy of time. In 
that nucleic acid cannot relapse to spontentuity but distinguish its fullest potential only at eye 
level in True of sound. (Nuclear physics +2 cockroaches).  
 

2R - 2R^w2 


